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link: download protools this is a free protools audio demo that uses 3 different libraries as the horns
section of protools, covering flutes, woodwinds, and brass. it features 88 presets that you can

sample and save. each preset is a full multitimbral patch with the total number of tracks depending
on the preset. the patches can be edited in any compatible sequencer such as reason, ableton or
fruity loops to further tweak them to suit your needs. the patches are truly sample-accurate and

feature the same mixable articulations as the protools instruments. link: download ff audio this is a
free and awesome free quantise instrument by ff audio. it is an instrument library for future

composers. each kontakt multi-layer instrument features 9 dynamic layers of genuine synthetic and
sampled brass, with real-time sampling and midi playback of each instrument. link: more info on

hiphop instrument software link: download kromoskop this is a free virtual instrument built for the
art of producing exotic instruments or an extra side tone to your existing ensemble. the instrument

is normally a standalone application, but it can be loaded into kontakt player and its panels will
appear in the kontakt playback windows. as the name implies, the instrument mimics a real-life

recording studio and can be used to sculpt and tailor sound by applying real time effects such as eq,
compression, wah and graphic equalizers, reverb, delay and pitch shift. it can also be used to create

different sounds by adding combinations of vintage analog equipment, including mics, tracks and
effects units, and much more. it features synths, woodwinds, brass and string instrument sections

and can be used to add music to a game or movie.
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link: nord stage brass & orchestra by tom wilson a perfect sound library for hot brass elements in
any cinematic world! for those who like to explore different variations of bass brass and percussive

brass, here are the free nordstage sources from tom wilson ultimate epic orchestral free kontakt
library. this free kontakt library gives you access to individual instruments and groups, such as:
cornets, sousaphones, trombones, baritones, alto and sopranos, trumpets, and tuba. tom s own

words, if you love the sounds of the british big band era from the 1950s and 1960s, youll find that
nord stage brass & orchestra gives you those sounds with a modern musical feel. this library can be
used in place of authentic instruments and will give you very clean and realistic sounds. the library is
a free single microphone demo version of tom wilson elite kontakt instruments, nord stage brass &

orchestra, which can be downloaded for free. link: heartquake music for kontakt heartquake is a free
kontakt instrument that allows for a wide range of applications in film scoring and multimedia

games. the instrument has keys for playing chord, arpeggiating notes, and drawing notes into its
loop buffer. the instrument s arpeggiator allows you to create your own pattern or use the preset

patterns. arpeggiator chords and arpeggiator patterns come in all keys for use in creating music of
any complexity. the arpeggiator is excellent at creating complex, organic, and funky chord
progressions. interval and step modes make heartquake a useful tool for creating musical

sequences. additional features include an effects loop with delay, amplifier, and reverb. heartquake
also provides access to two flams and a pitch shifter. the flams and effects loop are controlled with

the kontakt com and can be used together or separately. 5ec8ef588b
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